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My Sunshine (Chinese: ä½•ä»¥ç¬™ç®«é»˜; Chinese: ä½•ä»¥ç¬™ç°«é»˜) is a Chinese television series based on the
novel Silent Separation written by Gu Man. It stars Wallace Chung and Tiffany Tang. The series premiered
simultaneously on Dragon TV, Jiangsu TV, and iQiyi on 10 January

I hate that a lot of dramas tend to use several episodes giving unnecessary details and adding conflicts that are
not needed! I am at episode 11 so I am praying that it remains that way. I am slowly becoming a fan of
Wallace Chung and Tang Yan. Wallace Chung is so intense. Even when he is not talking, I can feel the
emotions he is trying to convey. Tang Yan is just too cute and natural. I think breaking up without an
explanation is common and it should be discussed more often in dramas. People break up without
understanding what happened. Also we have a different depiction of America. Dramas tend to portray
America as this wonderful place with glory and riches. She was confronted to a lot of difficulties, especially
financial ones. I hope that their feelings will evolve quickly. The chemistry between them is great and their
bickering is hilarious! Yet, so many things have happened during the 7 years. Yi Chen is now a successful
lawyer and Mo Sheng a successful photographer. Her family life was troubled and being in an unknown
country made her reserved and shy. Some sort of cute creepy obsession. Yi Chen was adopted by neighbors
when his parents passed away so he wants to make the best of his college years by studying as much as he can.
The relationship between Mo Sheng and Yi Chen remains the main topic on campus for quite some while. The
break up between the couple comes as a surprise for many. A lot of things were left unsaid. Mo Sheng did her
best but Yi Chen always remained composed and cold. It sucks to learn this from someone else. I think Yi
Chen is the only person who can make her go back to her old self.
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Quantum Leap â€” The Awakening Chapter The Story of Adam and Eve. Final Frontiers â€” The Resolve
Chapter Control the Righteousness Syndrome. Just so that you can appreciate, more discriminatingly, the
uniqueness of the new thoughts and ideas presented in this book, I thought it may be more useful to provide
you with a panoramic view of the basic framework of my ideas, right up front in this introductory chapter. I
believe that this would help generate a favourable mindset that will facilitate the comprehension of these
rather sensitive but challenging thoughts in a more lucid and intelligible manner. Indeed, the highlights are
only meant to give you an overall directional schema â€” you may still have to tread the path slowly and
systematically â€” for the subject of relationships is a highly emotionally charged and mature issue, and it
requires the full span of your attention. A more detailed treatment of the subject will begin in section 2. How
was the new idea conceived, why was it needed, and how is my perspective better and more unique from our
current understanding of the problem of relationship breakdowns? The answer to the first question is rather
obvious. Much like the conception and development of any other project, this one had the same four
ingredients: Actually, in my particular case, there was no provocation needed, because my life is already
replete with a deep passion for the study of human nature and relationships. They surely are in a mess â€”
spoken or unspoken â€” silent or vocal â€” and we all know it. And, this is despite the indomitable fact that
relationships are an essential and irrevocable part of life and living â€” we cannot live without them.
Relationships are the lifeline to life. It somehow seems as if we are constantly uptight, super-sensitive, and at
odds with each other. A meaninglessly trivial behavioural mistake or misunderstanding can hurt our false
ego-pride and throw us off-balance. Why is it so? Why do we constantly fight and bicker with each other?
These are the questions, which led me to my journey. The Big Question The two obvious questions that arose
out of this observational dilemma were: Why do our relationships go bad or break? Why do our reconciliation
efforts fail to provide permanent relationship harmony? Although these two are the most fundamental
questions about the relationship dilemma, there is another very perplexing issue: Why is our current system
unable to answer these questions appropriately, and why are we incapable of bringing in a permanent sense of
reconciliation in the relationship? For, as I asked myself â€” we have so much accumulated knowledge of the
subject â€” so many books have been written on the dilemma, we are still without answers. After a
considerable expenditure of time and patience and systematic experiential observations and research, I was
able to see some light at the end of the tunnel. A new and very unique vision ultimately manifested itself â€” a
new paradigm was born. I came to a very simple, but powerful, conclusion that: Our present understanding of
why and how relationships go bad is inadequate and deficient. Our current reconciliation methods and
strategies are weak and inappropriate. It was, of course, a daringly difficult task to challenge the entire existing
framework of our understanding, of our literature, and of our current practices of counselling and
psychotherapy, on which we have come to rely for so long, and which we have so extensively utilized to
resolve our relationship problems. But somehow, it was not too difficult for me to come up with that
conclusion, for, as I said to myself â€” and perhaps, I may even ask you also â€” if our current understanding
is correct and complete, then why are we still grappling with the issue? The Missing Link Although the main
focus of my research was to find answers to those two big questions about failing relationships, yet my
research process identified and highlighted some additional serious deficiencies in our current system with
regards to the extent of the relationship domain. Basically, the following four new shortcomings of the current
system were identified by my research: That our estimate of the extent and magnitude of the problem is
incomplete. That our current focus on the dimensions of different types of relationships is very narrow and
inadequate. That our present understanding of how and why relationships go bad is incomplete and deficient.
That our present approach to reconciliation is quite weak and inadequate. Put together, these four
shortcomings collectively turned out to be the main causes of our inability to understand and ameliorate the
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issue appropriately. The first two findings relate, mostly, to the logistics of the relationship domain, that is, to
the extent of the problem; and the last two pertain to the main issue, that of makings and breakings of
relationships. We shall now examine them one by one. Although these revelations are very bold and
challenging, without them we would still be grappling with the issue for a long time to come. To find more
befitting models, better than the ones we already have, we unfortunately have to challenge and shake up the
basic foundation of our current modus operandi, and we cannot afford to let arrogance and complacency block
our way. This preoccupation is obvious because all of our literature, media, and all of our statistics are focused
on only this facet of relationships. In doing so, unfortunately, we have ignored a much larger group whose
relationship problems are as, or more, painful than the marital group. This group consists of those people who
are still living together in relationships, even when they are hopelessly unhappy. If you look around your own
circle of relationships, you would be absolutely amazed to find how big this category is â€” with many
couples still living together, but unhappily. And this category is wildly outstretched across all borders and
boundaries. Surprisingly, nobody has ever written about or discussed them â€” even when knowledge about
this group can profoundly enhance our understanding of why marital relationships fail. Consequently, the
study of the relationship of relatives is of paramount importance to understanding and resolving problems
relating to marital relationships. To highlight and accentuate the uniqueness of my new paradigms, so that you
can appreciate what new I am presenting, I shall first present the framework of our current understanding, and
then follow it up with the framework of my new perspectives. Our Present Perspective The Breakings: Why
do relationships break? As a matter of commonsense understanding, our relationships suffer their ups and
downs and go bad because of our bad behaviour and actions â€” that is, what we say to each other and how we
behave with each other. In the course of our day-to-day interactions and confrontations, we react to each other
in a certain way. If the nature and content of that reaction is not to our liking, or is not commensurate with the
way we think and perceive things, we get annoyed and unhappy, and consequently, a feeling of anger and
antagonism sets in. Now, if you multiply this single interactive scenario a hundred-fold, and extend it over a
period of time, you can see that a cumulative antagonistic mindset is generated. The tape gets filled up with
antagonistic feelings as we go along, and when it reaches a point of no return, we move into the zone of
constant irritability and discontent with each other. From there we either go into silent separations, or we reach
a point where the possibility of a breakdown in the relationships becomes imminent. Briefly then, as per our
current understanding, our relationships go bad because of: What we say to each other â€” the content of our
message. How we behave and act with each other â€” the various gestures, the attitude, and the actions that
accompany our speech. Our current reconciliation process for remedying the fractured relationship is almost in
line with our thinking on how and why our relationships go bad. In the most simplistic terms, the process
consists of the following steps: Discussing with each other on what was said or done the message, the
behaviour, the action that caused the dissensions. Accepting our fault â€” that what was said or done was not
right or appropriate. Retracting or withdrawing the unwanted language or behaviour. Making up and hoping to
be happy ever after. Typically, this is the process we use to reconcile our fractured relationships. This may
involve either a direct one-to-one interplay between the two parties at odds; or it may involve the help,
intervention, or mediation of a relative or a friend. In the worst-case scenario, it may necessitate the
intervention of a counsellor or a psychologist. The New Perspective The Breakings: The concept, as per our
current understanding, that the modes and mediums of speech and behaviour are the agents that break our
relationships, is not adequate. They cannot do so, because they are simply inert entities â€” they are merely
tools and instruments that initiate, instigate, and inflate the relationship brawl. They are not, by themselves,
the causing agents and, therefore, are not the ones that can be held directly responsible for the ultimate
breakdown of the relationship. The mediums of speech and behaviour are, typically, the mouthpiece for
somebody else â€” for some higher faculty inside us â€” who is the real culprit behind all of this and who is
the one responsible for generating and dictating these entities of speech and behaviour. He is the one who
creates and controls all the actions that transpire during relationship confrontations. He is the one who
misunderstands or misinterprets the intentions, and has the ego-sensitive personality that plagues the
relationship harmony. A relationship is an interaction between two persons â€” not between two mouths or
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two actions. The next thing to report is that our current reconciliation processes and practices are weak and
inadequate simply because their emphasis is limited only to correcting and amending the entities of
relationship interplay. The reconciliation process that we saw above involved making the two conflicting
parties sit together and discuss what was said or done that caused dissensions in their relationship and
ameliorating the situation through mutual acceptance and agreement. The mediator only goes as far as
correcting the entities of behaviour â€” nothing more â€” nothing less. There is nothing wrong with the
process, it is just that it only provides a temporary reprieve over a limited â€” confrontation-by-confrontation
â€” span of time and the relationship goes into the same spasm once again at the next confrontation and every
subsequent confrontation thereafter. This is because the entities of speech and behaviour are a moving target
â€” they can keep repeating or changing themselves in different shapes and forms over different
confrontations. As such, you can come out of one such reconciliation session completely happy and satisfied,
but not even a week or so goes by and you are back to your naggings and bickerings again. And, once again,
you end up in the reconciliation session, which means that the process needs to be repeated over and over
again. And when that happens too often, you reach a point of no return â€” where the relationship either goes
into a spasm of silent separations or goes into the zone of breakings â€” and you are looking for help all over
again. To do that, you have to find out what particular factors impact his profile and his overall behaviour and
try to systematically amend those factors. Once you have accomplished this task, you would now have a
rejuvenated conciliatory person, who would be most conducive and most anxious to seek harmony and
happiness in the relationship. The Person â€” The Personality We now come to the final question: A person is
a very complex being. The person is dictated by his mind, feelings and emotions, and a host of personality
characteristics, some inherited by birth, others acquired during interaction with the society we live in. All of
these entities collectively impinge upon the person to give him a profile with which he interacts with others.
Anger is generated by the annoyances resulting from our behavioural oddities of speech, attitude and
behaviour, that we encounter in our day-to-day interactions and confrontations. As the annoyances continue,
the anger and antagonism keeps building up slowly and systematically. The extent of relationship discord and
disharmony is directly proportional to the extent of the inside anger we have hoarded. The more the anger, the
worst the relationship. When the anger reaches a very high point, the relationship goes into a spasm, leading to
a breakdown.
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Mo Sheng saw the newspaper on his desk so she conveniently brought it over to her desk to read. The long
article chronicled his life with praises and pomposity. She did not know many people in the U. She was closest
to sister Juan, but they lost contact after she returned to China. The other person was Ying Hui. Actually in
regard to Ying Hui, Mo Sheng only felt gratitude because he had helped her a lot. That time when he was
drunk, he did not cross the line and hurt her. After changing what she wrote several times, only one sentence
remained in the end. Mo Sheng refreshed the screen and clicked to open the email. Zhao Mo Sheng Topic:
Two simple words appeared, like from a stranger. She remembered the gossips she heard from students in C
University, then quickly replied. Maybe you still have a chance. Mo Sheng regretted it. Maybe she
overstepped herself, as everyone has an untouchable part in the heart. Maybe that girl was his deepest wound.
That night, Mo Sheng and Yi Chen talked about what happened. Yi Chen frowned at her and said two words:
Looking at the date, it was sent two days ago. Mo Sheng opened the email. Wish you an early Merry
Christmas! Mo Sheng stared blankly at the screen. Just a few lines, why did it take so long to reply? Maybe
the sender changed the message over and over and thought about it for a long time before sending it. In that
moment, Mo Sheng felt she was beginning to understand something. But the idea only flashed quickly before
the intuition disappeared. She moved the mouse to the delete option, hesitated for a moment and moved away.
Finally she logged out of her mailbox. Maybe she would never use this mailbox again. That message would
lay quietly online in a corner. No one would open it, yet it would never disappear. Autumn quickly faded with
the arrival of the chilly winter. Under the influence of Xiao Hong, Mo Sheng was hooked on knitting scarves.
Such a pity, Mo Sheng always made mistakes, sometimes knitting too tightly, sometimes knitting too loosely.
Finally her first product was done. She felt excited like a child who just accomplished an amazing feat and
wanted to brag to its mother. Yi Chen was extremely grateful but he refused to wear it on his neck when going
out. After dinner, they went outside and discovered it had started snowing. In the street, young people and
children jumped and cheered for the arrival of the first snow in A City. Yi Mei smilingly said: Mo Sheng
blushed, not knowing when Yi Mei became so outspoken. Yi Mei laughed, turned her head and saw Zhang Xu
waved at her opposite the road. Hence, she told Mo Sheng: Yi Mei walked a few steps and stopped but she did
not turn around. Yi Mei has already run and crossed the street, not looking back. Yi Chen returned to see Mo
Sheng standing in a daze staring at her toes: He thought she would be jumping excitedly because of the snow.
Mo Sheng lowered her head and walked absentmindedly. She was close to bumping into a streetlight, but a
pair of big hands pulled her back. Do you want to write a self-reflection report again? She innocently looked
up to see his familiar face mixed with a bit of anger. Suddenly she wanted to hold himâ€¦â€¦ her hands
involuntarily sneaked into his coat and hugged him: People will laugh at us. How could she be like a spoiled
child! Yi Chen has no way out but to let her to hold onto him. He smiled wryly at the ambiguous or envious
looks from people waking by. Under the snowy night, on a crowded street, for the first time, she felt
Christmas was a holiday worth celebrating. Not long after Christmas, the Lunar New Year arrived in the blink
of an eye. Y City is not far from A City, about a little more than three-hours drive, but the roads were crowded
because of the holiday. Feeling that the person next to him was quiet for a long time, Yi Chen turned his head
to take a look. From yesterday, Mo Sheng has been feeling tense, but why she felt better when she arrived in Y
City? Mo Sheng looked out of the car window in a daze, not aware of Yi Chen staring at her. Yi Chen looked
at his wife with an indescribable emotion, paused for a moment and suddenly called out: Mo Sheng thought
she heard wrongly. Snow fell outside the windows and the sound of firecrackers can be heard continuously.
One has a boyfriend already but did not tell mum. He turned to talk about Mr. He who has always been afraid
of his wife, immediately appeared uncomfortable. Zhang Xu could not understand the dialect so he kept on
asking Yi Mei to translate. Yi Mei felt vexed. A big man unexpectedly started to act shamelessly like a kid.
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Mo Sheng smiled while listening. She was used to spending Lunar New Year by herself aboard. Being a part
of a warm family atmosphere such as this, she even felt afraid to talk, afraid that this magical atmosphere
might disappear. After the meal, Mrs. He really organized the family to play mahjong. Yi Chen sneaked
upstairs to the study room and Yi Mei volunteered to wash the dishes. In the end, Mo Sheng, the prospective
son-in-law and Mr. He, who has never dared to oppose his wife, joined the game according to Mrs. He is an
experienced player for several decades with profound skills. He who has been practicing for several decades
with his wife is naturally also not weak. The only pathetic person was Mo Sheng since she only remembered
how to play slightly because she had lived abroad for the past couple of years. The game barely started, but
she was already defeated soundly. Yi Chen came out of the study and could not believe his eyes: Mo Sheng
sat at the side and looked on as the game became more interesting. Yi Chen told her twice but in vain. Finally
he glared at her, only then did Mo Sheng go to sleep. During the night, half asleep half awake, Mo Sheng
heard the door open so she switched on the table lamp. Did you win or lose? Normally, he was very busy
working. When he returned home to celebrate the Lunar New Year holiday, he still could not rest because of
her, truly pitiful. Thus, she obediently lay in his arms to sleep, no longer making any noise to disturb him.
After quite a while, she felt his warm lips on the back of her neck. As she sat up and began to dress, Yi Chen
pulled her back under the quilt. Hence, Mo Sheng was annoyed and gave up: His voice sounded a bit
unnatural: Thus, Mo Sheng obeyed him, since she could not escape from his embrace anyway. Closing her
eyes for barely a minute, Mo Sheng became restless. The outcome of releasing her to sleep alone will probably
be catching a cold together.
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The cover picture chosen by lidge is self-explanatory so please control yourself: P Now, I know why lidge
volunteer to translate this chapter. This is so unusual of her because once it comes to translation, she will try to
do as little as possible, lol. Yes, this is the juicy part that Hanny has been looking forward to. I am not sure one
should feel angry or sad at Yi Chen. Actually, my original translation passed censorship. As for the cover
picture, I chose the safest one from the many pictures that peanuts wanted me to pick from. She has lots and
lots! If You Leave translated by lidge and edited by peanuts Episode It was after eight when she returned
home. Opening the door, the room was really dark. Fumbling for the light switch, a deep male voice suddenly
rang out. The voice came from the balcony. His tall body in silhouette. He stood with his back to her and did
not turn around. The atmosphere between them turned somewhat depressing. Mo Cheng took her mobile
phone out of her handbag and found out it had already shutdown. So that was why. It seemed as if Yi Chen
breathed out in relief. His voice sounded a little tired. In this regard, you have a lot more experience than me.
Mo Sheng with her hand holding a shopping bag stood a few meters away. She pursed up her lips tightly and
her complexion was pale. Do you want to try it on? In these years, all he had dreamed of was that one day Mo
Sheng was able to stand in front of him again. He could touch her if he just held out his arm. Where this was
no longer an illusion. She was really standing in front of him now, so what more could he still want? There,
there was a pause. His face was pale when he stared at her hair. Unable to ignore his intense gaze, Mo Sheng
looked up. Was he looking at her hair? She said with a little embarrassment: He finally turned away. It was as
if he could not stand to look at her anymore. Yi Chen quickly lit another cigarette. A long time passed before
he said with an extremely repressed voice: Although she was tired from shopping, Mo Sheng could not sleep.
After a long time, he walked from the study to the guest room. Then, the sound of a door closing. Finally,
everything was quiet. Mo Sheng did not know when she fell asleep. The next morning when she woke up, her
throat felt itchy, very uncomfortable. Her years of experience told her she probably has a cold. Yi Chen had
already left the house. Mo Sheng found and took some medicine. She hastily ate lunch but she still felt
uncomfortable so she went to sleep. When she woke up, it was dark outside the window. Yi Chen was
standing next to the bed. He put a hand on her forehead, seemingly a little worried. Mo Sheng looked at him,
thinking she was dreaming. Yi Chen took his hand away and said gently: I just have a little cold. Yi Chen
looked at her, nodded, did not say anything and walked away. Mo Sheng thought he was no longer persistent
with her, so she felt a little disappointed. Surprisingly, Yi Chen walked to the wardrobe, took out her clothes
and put it in front of her. Mo Sheng went to the hospital. The liquid in the IV dripped down slowly, drop by
drop. Thinking about him just threatening to help her change clothes, Mo Sheng flushed red. She glanced at
the man sitting in front of her reading some documents. Feeling as if her eyes on him, Yi Chen looked up. Mo
Sheng quickly turned her head. Yi Chen did not mind. Suddenly, he seemed to remember something, so he
stood up and walked out. He returned with an entertainment magazine and put it next to her. Mo Sheng
pretended not to notice. Instead, she began to read the newspaper left behind by others. Yi Chen raised his
eyebrows and went along with her. If his wife wanted to learn more about investing in securities, that was not
a bad thing. Mo Sheng stared at the newspaper. Mostly diagrams with only a few words. The numbers and
technical terms made her head hurt more. She glanced at the colorful magazine â€¦â€¦.. She glanced at Yi Chen
again, who has his head down and seemed very focused in reading his documents. He was unlikely to
noticeâ€¦â€¦ Her hand quietly moved over. When she almost reached the magazine, suddenly Yi Chen turned a
page of his documents. She withdrew her hand immediately. Mo Sheng gave up. Only a bit over an hour, just
put up with it. There were things Mo Sheng could put up with, but there was one thing Mo Sheng could not
put up with. Half an hour later, Mo Sheng began to appear unsettled. Yi Chen noticed her movement and
wrinkled his eyebrows. He turned to a fifty plus years old woman who was sitting next to him and said: Mo
Sheng glared at him. Returning from the hospital, Yi Chen put Mo Sheng to bed. After she has fallen asleep,
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he turned off the lights and walked to the study. Not knowing if because she slept too much in the afternoon or
the effect of the IV, Mo Sheng felt a lot better. She did not feel sleepy anymore. Rolling in bed several times,
suddenly she remembered something and almost jumped up. She had to go to Hong Kong tomorrow but she
had not prepared anything yet. She did not know what she had done these past few days. How could she have
forgotten something so important. She quickly got out of bed, Then, she took out her travel bag and began to
pack her things. Her movement was too rapid, so some documents fell onto the floor. Mo Sheng bent over to
pick them up. However, another pair of hands was faster and picked them up. He was holding the documents
and looked furious: If he had not caught her by accident. No, it was not exactly by accident!
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However, I will pop in occasionally to update my Wipe Clean After Eating, which needs some attention. He is
such a gentleman as to not take advantage of Mo Sheng. I can hear lidge complaining he should have taken
advantage, lol. Yi Chen also did the same while waiting for her to come back. One of the call was from
another client. Yi Chen called back immediately, talked for a few minutes and hung up. There was another
callâ€¦â€¦ he pressed the green call button. The other side immediately answered the call. She wore a sweater
with a big collar and her head was down, counting the grids on the ground. The traffic light was red so he
halted his footsteps and looked at her from a distance. There were a lot of things that did not change. She still
liked to wear sweaters. She was already about twenty six or twenty seven years old but still dressed like a
student. When waiting for people, she still liked to count the number of grids on the ground. At that time, he
always made her wait. Once, she waited for a long time and lost her temper at him: Next time, if I count to a
thousand, I will no longer bother about you! After the lengthy meeting finally finished, he rushed there.
Unexpectedly, she was still there. This time, she waited until she no longer had any temper. She merely looked
at him full of grievance and said: It was not that he never thought about giving up, but he just could not make
himself count to a thousand. He hurriedly walked along the sidewalk and did not know when a chubby
foreigner walked up to Mo Sheng, beaming and talking about something to her. Yi Chen slowed down his
footsteps, slowly approached them and vaguely heard that foreigner said: Your spoken English is perfect. Yi
Chen unconsciously clenched his hand in his pocket. Coincidentally, when she turned her head, she saw him
and smiled at him. Then, she spoke to the foreigner: Maybe he knows how to go there. That chubby foreigner
kept thanking him before walking away. Now, only the two of them remained so suddenly Mo Sheng felt
hesitant as she did not know what to say to him. Hence, it was Yi Chen who spoke up: If he did not notice her
guilty conscience, he was really wasted as a lawyer. Miss Zhao, if you committed any crime later, it would be
best for you to remain silent or you would certainly reveal the whole truth in a few words. That direction was
not the way back to his home, ah. Mo Sheng had to run to catch up with his fast paces: There is still time so
we can go to the supermarket to buy groceries first. Yi Chen soured, and his voice suddenly became colder by
ten degrees: She did not realize that such action was very intimate. When he lowered his head, he saw her fair
fingers sinking into his iron-gray suit sleeve. He did not say anything but slowed down. They turned right and
left and finally entered a very ordinary small restaurant in a small alley. Mo Sheng curiously looked around
the small shop but could not see anything special. Anyhow, often the more unremarkable a place, the more
likely there would be delicious food. Yi Chen brought her all the way here so it must certainly be pretty good.
The boss came and greeted them warmly: He, long time you did not come. The boss looked curiously at Mo
Sheng: He, is this young lady your girlfriend? He, you are so fortunate to marry a person like Mr. He, where
do you come from? While chatting, the boss handed out the menu. Yi Chen motioned Mo Sheng to order the
dishes so she flipped through the menu. She loved to eat bamboo shoots but â€¦â€¦ better not order them. After
she ticked the dishes on the list, she handed it to the boss. He looked at it and complained surprisingly: Yi
Chen did not eat them. Previously, when they had meals together, he always said the bamboo shoots had a
strange taste so no matter how she tried to trick him, he always refused to eat even one bite. He orders them
every time he comes here. The boss said â€¦.. Why would every time he came, he also ordered them, ah? Yi
Chen kept quiet, then a long time later, he said briefly: After she swallowed it, like Yi Chen said, it had a
strange taste. She saw the boss speaking in Y City dialect and warmly greeting the guests who just came in.
Difficult to decline magnificent hospitality. Mo Sheng, who was holding the keys Yi Chen gave her, asked
hesitantly. After opening the door, Yi Chen habitually pressed on the switch button on the wall, but when he
was about to press it, he stopped. The lights were on. He dropped his hand, looked around the house and
noticed the TV was still on, but nobody was watching. When he walked over to turn off the TV, he walked
pass the sofa and glanced at the person curled up asleep there. Yi Chen stared at that sleeping face because he
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really wanted to shake her awake and scold her. Such a cold day, and she slept on the sofa. Did she have a
brain? Obviously, he was annoyed and mad, but he still bent down and carefully picked her up from the sofa.
Her soft body filled the emptiness of his embrace. Her warm and light breathing fell on his ice-cold suit. All
these years, he never dared to dream of such a day, where she could once again be within reach. When he held
out his hand, when he lowered his head, Mo Sheng completely belonged to him. He lowered his head slightly
so his cheek rubbed her soft cheek. She slept outside for so long, yet the cheek was still warm. Suddenly, Mo
Sheng, who was in his embrace, moved to escape his touch. Yi Chen held his breath, had she waken up?
Actually she found a more comfortable position by burying her head in his arm. She â€¦â€¦ Ai, Yi Chen sighed
in his heart. He could no longer control that more and more good mood. He opened the bedroom door and put
her on the bed. She was wearing a buttoned up wool sweater outside her nightgown. Yi Chen hesitated for a
while but nevertheless helped her take it off. One by one, the buttons were undone, making his breathing a
little more difficult. He gently held her up and slipped the sweater off her arms. Even though she was wearing
a nightgown, he could still feel the soft skin on her back, making him unable to control his rapid heartbeat. Yi
Chen pulled the quilt to help her to cover properly, quickly got up and walked out. If he stayed any longer, he
could not guarantee he would not use a certain method to wake her up. After Yi Chen washed in the bathroom,
he headed to the guest room. When he walked pass the master bedroom, he stopped in his track. Suddenly, he
remembered something so he opened the door and looked at the direction of the bed. Only half of the quilt was
on her body, whereas the other half was dangling on the ground and one of her foot openly exposed. Merely
more than ten minutes, she was able to sleep in such a way. He knew her sleeping posture was poor due to the
only winter they spent together.
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With just twelve chapters, Silent Separation is short with a happy ending that gives you hope in an inexplicable love, a
love that stands the test of time. I mean, let's face it, seven years is a long time for a guy to wait for someone.

Despite not being the prettiest or the smartest pretty clueless, in fact, Mo Sheng managed to crack into his
heart and bury herself there back then with her lively nature. Seven years might have changed them, but their
love for each other still burns strong â€” whether they try to hide it or not. With just twelve chapters, Silent
Separation is short with a happy ending that gives you hope in an inexplicable love, a love that stands the test
of time. However, the caveat of this story being so short is that many of the characters are not fleshed out.
Why does Yi Chen love Mo Sheng so much? How did Mo Sheng fall in love with him? For someone so cold
and aloof, Yi Chen sure had a lot of people surround him, but what about Mo Sheng? Surely, with her lively
personality she at least had one friend from before college? Side characters step in every so often to do their
bit in moving the needle towards a happy reunion, but their presence never linger long enough to have an
impact; they leave just as quickly as they arrive. As for the plot, there are so many points that could have been
built up even more so that it made an impact to the story. It is primarily about the process of how they manage
to overcome their past and perhaps, be together and trust each other again. It comes complete with flashbacks
of seven years prior, when an innocent Mo Sheng chases after the straight-laced Yi Chen. Such is the fate that
allows them to meet and for her to once again misunderstand him â€” right after she comes back. What about
the ex-husband? Like so, the obstacles are never really walls, more like speed bumps. There are no lasting
effects to events that occur. Overall, the book is a nice quick read. The flashbacks were sweet and they helped
in holding the couple together â€” enough for the readers to continue to cheer them on. Read for the never
dying hope of a love to return. The cheerful and candid her, chased after him excessively â€” finally making
the talented and outstanding him halt for her. However, being not too good at expressing himself, he
eventually causes her to leave with a broken heart to a far away placeâ€¦ Back then, he would always make her
wait. When he ran there after the long and tedious meeting finally ended, she was unexpectedly still here. As a
side note, yes, I am aware of the drama adaptation of this novel coming out in a week-ish. From the trailers, it
seems that some of the points that I brought up are going to be addressed for the sake of the story.
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Start with "A Slight Smile is very charming" and then its drama, later read Shan Shan, Blazing Sunlight and finally Silent
Separation. Some people say Blazing Sunlight have a similar story with Silent Separation.

Meanwhile Xiao Hong and Mo Sheng are patiently waiting for their blind dates. Xiao Hong excuses herself to
go put on lipstick and bumps into Wen Ming. Xiao Hong confesses that Wen Ming stole her first boyfriend,
and then when the guy broke his leg in an accident, Wen Ming dumped him. Just then the two blind dates
come over, and Xiao Hong immediately changes into happy face. The blind date is a bit awkward. He
interrupts them and starts to leave when Xiang Heng tells him that Mo Sheng feels like she is bothering him so
he should let down his pride if he still wants her. Xiang Heng complains that he just got home from the airport
and fell asleep when Yi Chen called. He gets straight to the point and congratulates Yi Chen on getting back
together with Mo Sheng. Yi Chen starts to leave, and Xiang Heng is all like what so you leave now that I get
here? Lol, nice one, Yi Chen. When I say attack, I really do mean it. After so many years, I still lost. What are
you saying, Yi Chen? I am not drunk. Mo Sheng is completely not in the mood as she is still deep in thought
about Yi Chen. Mo Sheng and Xiao Hong return to the office to find everything a mess everywhere. While
talking, they overhear two other staff discussing how a girl broke up with her bf and now he is out on blind
dates. The other staff is all like, you gotta stop worrying about saving face and need to be proactive to get him
back if she still wants him. Xiang Heng says that girl is right and asks if Yi Chen agrees. Yi Chen says this is
called prioritizing and leaves Lawyer Yuan in the dust. And OMG he is not wearing a full suit! He asks if she
can take a walk with him and they walk to the bus stop. He asks her for some change and they get on a super
crowded bus. They get off at Old North Street where they visited when they were in college. She asks where
the night market went and he asks if she has not visited even once since coming back. She tries to explain but
he stops her and they head over to a shop they went to before. He says the owner changed. O how did he get
here??? In return, he asked if she knew no shame. Zhao Mo Sheng, you run so slowly, how did I get caught by
you? The professor also recognizes Mo Sheng as the girl who used to sit next to Yi Chen. Back in college, Mo
Sheng and Yi Chen are in class together. Someone tells the professor that she is not of this major, and that she
is here for her boyfriend. Hello, no apologies needed! He tells her that he is sober, always have been. Yuan
Feng takes candid photos of Xiao Xiao as she talks to the local folks. They also gets some lotus and eat the
seeds. While they are doing that, Xiao Xiao confesses that this is actually her hometown. Yuan Feng suddenly
understands the reason she decides to come here for photos is to help advertise her hometown. She laments
that despite being gone for so long, nothing has changed.
Chapter 8 : My Sunshine - Wikipedia
Silent Separation ä½•ä»¥ç¬™ç®«é»˜ - fan-made MV from 21string (tudou) with Wallace Chung & Liu Shi Shi based on
Gu Man's novel. The actress for the drama is Tang Yan.

Chapter 9 : Book Review: Silent Separation (ä½•ä»¥ç¬™ç®«é»˜) â€“ Gu Man (é¡¾æ¼«) | Lil' Bliss
Silent Separation (ä½•ä»¥ç¬™ç®«é»˜) - Gu Man (Chapter ) April 30, by peanuts 41 Comments We have more sweet
moments from Yi Chen in this chapter so I am finishing off on a high note.
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